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Bucknell faculty
votes to ban greeks
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(CPS) — Sororities and fraternities may soon be a thing of
the past at Bucknell University if faculty members have their
way.
The faculty voted 94-46 on Nov. 13 to abolish the groups,
asserting they are "racist, elitist, sexist and antiintellecutal."
Buck nell's Board of Trustees will vote whether to accept
the faculty recommendation to drive greeks from the
Lewisburg, Penn., campus next May.
"Greeks,'' explained Bucknell's librarian George
Jenks, who sponsored the motion to banish the school's 13
frats and 10 sororities, "by nature are sexist, racist, elitist
and anti-intellectual, and the university shouldn't sanction
them because (those) ideals go against the university
ideals."
Bucknell greeks were upset by the vote.
"I don't feel that some of the faculty have made an effort to get to know greeks," complained Dave Suplee,
president of the school's Interfraternity Council. "I would
agree that elitism and racism are at Bucknell, but it's not
only within the greeks."
Jonathan Brant, head of the National lnterfraternity
Council in Bloomington, Ind., agreed.
"We see such problems as racism, alcohol abuse and sexual abuse as a societal issue," Brant said. "But I don't
see it as an excuse for fraternities. We have to address the
problems of society."
The Bucknell vote came five years after a faculty report
examining the value of greek life on campus. The report was
critical of the fraternities and sororities, but suggested they
(see GREEKS page 4)
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Christensen and Glover win
student government elections
11 Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer

With the largest voter turnout in University of
Maine's history, Gunnar Christensen and Ed
Glover are the unofficial winners of Wednesday's
student government elections, said Larry Sparks,
a member of the Fair Elections Practices
Committee.
Only 12 percent of all eligible students voted.
Christensen and Glover captured 28 percent of the
votes, followed by 21 percent for Gary Atwood and
Stavros Mendros, 19 percent for Chad Crabtree
and Tom Magadieu, 18 percent for Stephane Fitch
and Eric Ewing, and 12 percent for Kurt Meletzke and Devin Anderson.
Fourteen absentee votes will be tallied today, but
Sparks said it won't be enough to make a significant difference in the unofficial results.
"It was a wide spread. The voting patterns were
sporadic, but we(FEPC)are obviously very pleased with the turnout. The elections ran very
smoothly. There was a lot of support from
volunteers."
T.J. Ackermann, vice president of student
government, said he was impressed with the tur-_
nout and was surprised that all the candidates got
such large percentages of votes.
"That reflects what happens when candidates
are serious about issues and go out and drum up
as much support as possible," Ackermann said.
"There were five tickets, so many people voted,

and every ticket qualified. I'm impressed by that.
It reflected favorably on student government as a
whole and its representation."
Students approved a $2.50 increase in the $17.50
activity fee.
Ackermann said the approval of the increase was
because students understood that increasing the
number of student activities requires more
funding.
"It'll show improvement in all areas of student
government," Ackermann said. "For $2.50 (per
student), everybody's going to come out
ahead."

Sen. Mitchell donates gold
coin to Hudson Museum
By Steven Pappas
Staff Writer
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Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell.

A gold coin commemorating the bicentennial
,,,of the first Congress was donated on a permanentloan basis to the Hudson Museum by Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell (D-Maine)
yesterday.
ThAVIiriitie Pickering, associate vice president
of academic affairs, explained that the coin was
donated by the United States Treasury on behalf
of Sen. Mitchell. The coin, authorized by Public
Law, and printed on the Eastern Front of the U.S.
Capitol, had to be donated to a museum in Maine.
Mitchell chose the Hudson Mtseum to be the
recipient of the gold coin.
This coin was one of the first to be struck last
spring in Washington, D.C. as part of the bicentennial celebration.
In a press conference at the Hudson Museum
in the Maine Center for the Arts, Mitchell told the
audience that the coin would serve as a reminder
of the role Congress plays in preserving freedom,
the model of the democratic system, and the importance of the Univeristy of Maine to higher
rappas
education.

"1 think it is particuarlly important in these
times, when people the world over are seeking
freedom and economic opportunity, that we commemorate the role of Congress in the preservation
of our liberties," he said.
Mitchell quipped, however, "I know it's
fashionable these days to be critical of Congress
and its failings."
I think it is very important to understand the
role the Congress has pla‘ed in the establishment
of our liberties," he sa'd.
Mitchell presented the. coin and an accompanying letter from the di,ector of the United States
- --- Mint to Chancel-1(w ',obert Woodbury.
Woodbury said by exhibiting the coin at the
university, "we reaffirm the role that education has
played in this society as part of a democratic
framework."
"Having the coin (at UMaine) also reminds us
of the prominence of the role the University of
Maine makes to the state," Mitchell said.
Hudson Museum director, Dr. Richard Emerick
echoed the remarks of Woodbury and Mitchell.
"We are very pleased that Sen. Mitchell decided to chose this museum," Emerick said. "We'll
have it on prominent display very soon."
(see COIN page 5)
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IT'S SNOW
WONDER

News Briefs

A REAL SKI SALE!

Meyer quits as superintendent
of Augusta Mental Health Institute

FRIDAY, DEC. 8; SATURDAY, DEC. 9: SUNDAY, DEC. 10
LAST CHANCE AT BE1OW WHOLESALE PRICES!
Advanced-Intermediate
Downhill Package

Novice-Intermediate
Downhill Package

$1.49
"
Arbooi, $199.95

$109
"
$1.590's

CROSS-COUNTRY PACKAGES STARTING AT $59 95
Similar savings on clothing & accessories
Hurry! Supplies ore limited-first eom4 first sewed
FREE CHRISTMAS LAYAWAYS
BOTH LOCATIONS!
CHINA, ME
off rt. 3 between
Augusta & Belfast
(take rt. 202/9 to
rt.137)

BANGOR, ME
4 Union St.
in Union Plaza
(under the Joshua
Chamberlain bridge)
next to Legends

968-2138

942-9248

We Won't Be Undersold...Period!!

AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)
Less
than three months after he acctipted
the job, William L. Meyer announced Wednesday that he is quitting as
superintendent of the Augusta Mental Health Institute to becorRe president of a community hospital in
Washington, D.C.
Meyer, whose arrival at AMHI in
September ended an eight-month
vacancy in the top position at the
troubled state hospital, said his
reasons for the move were purely personal and did not reflect dissatisfaction with the Maine job.
"I am leaving for something, rather
than leaving to get away from
something," he told suprised
members of the Maine Commission
on Mental Health.
Meyer, 49, who plans to step down
Jan. 19, said he grew up in
Washington and that his new job at
the 250-bed Capitol Hill Hospital includes a "quite attractive" salary in
comparison to the $89,000 he receives
in Maine.
"Moreover," he said in a letter to
Gov. John R. McKernan, "the job at
AMHI has kept me separated from
my family, as my wife has been unsuccessful in locating suitable
employment in this area."
The AMHI job had represented a
$20,000-a-year pay cut for Meyer, who
had been ousted from his last posi-

tion as chief executive officer of an
Iowa hospital in a policy dispute with
the hospital board.
Meyer stresse&Wednesday that he
had not sought the Washington job.
Still, when the hospital approached
him about it, he said he viewed it as
"one of those once-in-a-lifetime offers" that he could not turn down.
Phillip Schneider, vice president of
corporate affairs for the Washingtonbased Medlantic Health Care Group,
the non-profit parent organization of
the Capitol Hill Hospital, said Meyer
wai recommended for the job by a
hospital official familiar with his
career.
Meyer was first approached about
taking the job in October, and it was
offered to him this week, Schneider
said in a telephone interview.
Schneider said Meyer began his
career in the Washington area and has
"a 20-year history of accomplishments as a health-care administrator."
Neither Meyer nor Schneider
would disclose the salary Meyer will
receive in his new position.
McKernan said the administration
would try to "move fairly quickly" in
finding a new AMHI superintendent,
adding that he hoped to designate a
successor in time for that person to
spend time with Meyer before he
leaves.

Hussey Seating Co. says it won't
contest fines for work violations

BOYZ !!
UNION
BOARD

-Saturday, December 9
-In the Bear's Deniffill

PRESENTS

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!
!
!
9:00 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION
open to everyone
cash bar w/ID

NORTH BERWICK, Maine (AP)
— A stadium seating manufacturer
says it will not contest $2,600 in fines
for workplace violations uncovered
by a federal agency following the
death of a worker who was crushed
under, a stack of lumber.
The three citations against the
Hussey Seating Co. resulted from a
probe by the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration into the Nov.
10 death of Kevin Mitchell, 29, of
Sanford, who was killed while
unloading lumber from a railroad car.
Two of the citations — one for
deficiencies in training for workers
who unload lumber and one for
failure to ensure that the lumber on
the car was stacked safely — were
related to Mitchell's death.

The other violatioff, failing to mark
the weight limit on slings used to hold
the lumber in place, was not related
to the accident.
"These findings coincide with
Hussey's own internal investigation,
and the company does not intend to
contest the citations or penalties,"
it said in a prepared statement.
The company said it developed formal unloading procedures immediately following the accident and has asked the state Labor Department for
help in improving material handling
procedures.
"The entire Hussey organization
has been deeply saddened and affected by this tragic accident, and is
taking all measures to ensure this
never happens again."

Judge denies man's request for
a court-appointed attorney
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) — A man
wearing two gold chains around his
neck, several gold rings and a diamond ear stud asked for a courtappointed attorney, but a judge
denied the request and told him to sell
his jewelry..
Terry L. 'Franklin, 20, appeared
Tuesday in Wichita Municipal Court
on two misdemeanor marijuana
possession charges and a count of illegal gambling.
Franklin told Judge Thomas Bush

he was unemployed, had no assets
and could not afford an attorney.
"I just said, 'If you want an attorney, sell your jewelry'. This guy was
dressed so nice and had all of this
gold jewelry on that I thought he
ought to hire his own," Bush said.
Franklin waived his right to an attorney, pleaded innocent to the
gambling count and guilty to the
marijuana charges. He was sentenced to 120 days in the Sedgwick Coiinty Jail and fined $400.
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Res Life asks students to 'share and care'
By J. Emily Hathaway
Staff Writer
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According to Poulin, the project is going well.
"We've had a lot of donations, a lot
of people asking about it," she said.
Share and Care — that's the ResidenPoulin said this shelter was chosen
tial Life dining-service program to help
because it houses teens who can use the
those less fortunate and it's going on this
same kind of clothing as college
week.
students.
"We're asking the students to donate
"A lot of times the kids come to the
any used clothing they have which will
shelter without anything, with just the
go to the Atrium House in Bangor,
clothes on their back or just a small suitwhich is a shelter for teenage kids.
case," she said. "So the kids don't
We're urging students to bring in any
have a lot."
of their used clothing in good shape and 4
Additionally, the turn-over rate is
share with the community, with the less
high, she said.
fortunate," she said.
Poulin said one goal of th- project is
Sue Poulin, assistant dining services
to give students the chance to share with
manager, said boxes are located in all of those less fortunate. She said she hopes
the dinning commons.
it will become a habit.
Christmas cards with students'
Holly Stover, a director at Atrium
signatures will also accompany the House, said the organization was
clothes, Poulin said.
established in 1976.
"All the cards are different. And
"(It was established) to provide a place
they're all assigned by a student here at for children between the ages of 14 and
the University, by Hannah Lord." she 18 — both boys and girls — who
said.
couldn't live at home and needed a more

structured place than foster homes but
didn't need to be institutionalized in a
place like the Maine Youth Center or
AMHI," she said.
Stover said the young people have
emotional and behavioral problems.
"(They're coming)., out of families
where they have survived a lot of
childhood trauma," she said.
Instances of trauma include physical
and/or sexual abuse, and coming from
families with a substance abuse hittory.
Stover said the teens receive group and
individual counseling. Most are also involved in substance abuse or child-of-analcoholic counseling.
"Many of our kids are in recovery and
all of them are affected by someone else's
chemical dependence. So we do a lot of
education and support around children
and alcohol issues," she said.
According to Stover, the teens are required to be in an education program.
The program is chosen to meet the needs
of the particular child.

"Not everyone attends public high
school. Some go to Job Corps, some to
a learning center, whatever is the most
appropriate," she said.
Stover said teens leave Atrium House
to live in a number of settings — natural
families, foster homes, and supervised or
own apartments.
Some also go on to college.
"We had two in the last six months
who left to go to college. They're living
in dorms," she said.
Stover said, she hopes university
students will stop seeing the plight of
these teens as something that happens in
other communities.
"That they acknowledge that it's in
our communities, that it's here and now,
that these kids are going to be our
future," she said.
Interested volunteers and/or donations can be made by calling or writing
to 265 Hammond Street, Bangor, 04401.

Xi Sigma Pi to sell Christmas trees
Spreading Christmas cheer and pro- Forestry and Natural Resources Scholarviding a sought-after product from their ship program.
field of expertise, members of one camGlen Sheehan, a spokesman for the
pus group are prepared to put a little organization, said, "Last year we sold
green into a scholarship account and the 450 trees in three days time. We expect
university community.
to do at least that much this year."
Xi Sigma Pi will offer sheared as well
Xi Sigma Pi, the Forestry and Natural as natural trees to students this year.
Resources honor society, is beginning its
The trees wil go on sale at 8 a.m.
annual Christmas tree sale this Friday. Saturday morning and will available unTrees will go on the market at noon and til dark both weekend days. During the
the sale will continue for one week. All week they will be available from 3 p.m.
proceeds from the sale will go to the until dark.
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1 and 2 Bedroom Unfurnished Apartments
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Excellent Condition, Security Deposit required
call 827-5483 after 6:00 P.M.
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STUDENTS
NEED TO STAY ON CAMPUS
OVER UNIVERSITY BREAKS?

University breaks offer an opportunity for most students to go home and.
enjoy" family life. However, some may have to remain in Orono to participate
in official University activities such as sporting events, time-sensitive
research, rehearsals and so forth, Because most residence halls close during
these periods, a need to remain on campus can create an inconvenience
and a sense of isolation for the student. To offset this set of circumstances
for these periods. the Center for Student Services will try to match
students who have an official need to remain on campus with host
families in the local area. Students will be able to stay with these
families during the vacation and participate in family activities
as agreed upon by the host family and the student.
Any student fitting this category who would like to be matched with
a host family should contact the Center for Student Services in the
Memorial Union (Phone: 581-1820) at his/her earliest convinience.
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University
police blotter

Campus Comics
Bra inded

by Steve Stasiuk

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Laurence Ames, 19, of Dunn Hall, arrested for disorderly conduct Dunn Hall,
on 11/9/89.
Laura Sindoni, 19, of Boxford, Mass.,
summoned for misapplication of a
Maine State Identification Card and
forgery, on 11/17/89.
Charies Rote, 18, of Brunswick, summoned for leaving the scene of a property damage incident, Long Road, on
11/30/89. Damage estimated at $900.
Rote was also charged with operating
without a license and failure to keep to
the right.
Paul Stewart, 19, of Cumberland Hall,
summoned for illegal possession of
alcohol by a minor, Cumberland Hall,
on 12/11/89.
John Depaolo, 19, of Middleton,
Mass., summoned for assault, Sigma Chi
fraternity on 11/30/89.
Adam Jones, 19, of Hancock Hall,
summoned for possesion on marijuana,
Hancock Hall, on 12/4/89.
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(continued from page 1i
be allowed to remain open pending the
conclusions of the Greek Review
Committee.
At the same time, several other campuses — including Amherst (Mass.)College; Colby College in Maine and
Franklin and Marshall College in
Penssylvania — dismantled their greek
systems.
Like Bucknell, Gettysburg College,
also in Pennsylvania, formed a committee to evaluate greek life.
Bucknell's committee released its
report earlier in 1989, prompting the
Novermber faculty vote to withdraw
university approval from the houses.
The committee report was generally
critical of the whole greek system, which
in fact had yielded few examples of
misbehavior recently.
"There have been no specific incidents within the past year" to prompt
the faculty's desire to bran greeks, said
Bucknell spokeswoman Deanna
Congileo.
Almost weekly incidents have prompted offical punishments of greeks at
other campuses.
The same week Bucknell's faculty
voted, for example, brawls broke out at
fraternity functions at Harvard and
Marquette universities. University of
New Mexico officials promised to probe a hazing injury suffered by a pledge,
and an Ossining, N.Y., a judge sentenc.-,
ed 18 Pace University pledges to three
months probation for "disorderly conduct."
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This gold coin commemorating the bicentennial of the first Congr
ess was donated
to the Hudson Museum by Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell.
Mitchell highlighted his speech by encouraging citizens to appreciate the
democratic expansion into Eastern
Europe.
He said, "The anniversary of the first
Congress will reflect on the fact that as
Americans enjoy their liberties they
should applaud the efforts of Eastern
Europe and around the world to achieve
those same liberties."
The striking of the coins took place
on June 14, 1989. It was the first time
since 1792 that official U.S. coins were

.struck outside a U.S. Mint facility.
Coin presses were transported from
the Philadelphia Mint for the occasi
on.
The coin is about the size of a dime.
On one face is a depiction of the U.S.
Capitol surrounded by a wreath of stars.
On the other, there a depiction of
the
Statue of Freedom.
The Congressional coins are the latest
commemorative series to be offered to
the public. All proceeds from the salt
of
the coins will go to the Capitol Preser
vation Fund.

DEP votes to reject
proposed ash landfill
AUGUSTA
— Maine's environmental
Board member Edward W. Rendall
regulatory board voted unanimously
said he could not accept the developer's
Wednesday to reject a proposed ash
promises that they could build a dump
landfill in rural Washington County, that
would not pollute local waters.
spurning a last-minute bid by developers
Rendall recalled that developers of the
for conditional approval.
two incinerators, the Maine Energy
"I always believed this is just exactly Revov
ery Co. and Penobscot Energy
what was going to happen," a beamRevorery Co., had assured the board
ing Nancy Oden of the Clean Water
when they applied for their own permits
Coalition, which led the battle against that
they would have a place to dispose
the dump plan for 21
/
2 years, said after of ash for 15 years. MERC
applied in
the vote.
1984 and PERC applied in 1986.
Although the 8-0 vote, with one
The proposed landfill "will eventualabstention, is a crucial blow to the ly leak"
if it is approved, said Rendall.
Township 30 project, a lawyer for the'
Jeffrey Thaler, attorney for the
developers said it is not dead and that • Washi
ngton County Commissioners
a court appeal is being considered.
cautioned the board against approving
"We stand by our proposal," said permit
s on the condition the developers
Vendean Vafiades.
modify plans to correct shortcomings
By voting against plans to develop the cited
by the DEP.
34-acre facility, the Department of EnThe problems "are not. minor" and
vironmental Protection's board accepted
the recommendation of its staff. The "not easily correctable," said Thaler.
staff of Maine's Land Use Regulation "They are attmpting to correct what I
Commission, Maine's wildlands zoning contend is a very leaky, or sinking
board, has also recommended rejection. bathtub."
Martha Gaythwaite of the Clean
A LURC vote is scheduled for Friday.
DEP board members expressed Water Coalition warned the board that
doubts about the builders' promises that it would have to enforce any conditions
the facility would remain secure and said it allowed.
leaks could contaminate local waters,
"You'd better be prepared to be a
some of which have the state's highest
policeman forever," Gaythwaite said.
clean-water rating.
Vafiades maintained that the
The plan was advanced by a partnerdevelopers could address the problems
ship of operators of two waste-to-energy
cited by the DEP by builidng a retainincinerators in Biddeford and Orrington
ing wall around the dump to prevent
and a Hampden landfill. They contend
water from nearby wetlands from leakthe protective lining under the landfill
ing under it and revamping the design of
would prevent leakage of contaminants.
overflow basins.

CHOOSE AND CUT CHRISTMAS TREES
820.00 any size
(tax included)

Barber's Tree Farm
Parkman Road
Garland, Me.
924-3134
Parkman Road runs between the two Exeter Roads
on south side of Garland Pond, approximately '2
mile from Route 94.

This Year,
Let the Doc
Stuff your sock!
Low priced music gifts include
-Hundreds of cassettes'$4.99 each
-Guitar strings $4.99 and up
-Blank Cassettes $1.50 and up
-Replacement jewel boxes for CD's $.99 each

Dr. Records 20 Main St. Orono
866-7874
Now open Thurs. & Fri. night til 8:00 P.M.
Sundays 12:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M. til Christmas

TOP GUN
ct)

•
•
•

FREE ADMISSION!
When: 7:00A 9:00 P.M.
Dec. 6& 7
Where: 101 Neville Hall

Presented by:

I
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Editorial
Better buy now
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recent article by the College Press Service
reported that the United States Congress may
look into ways of restricting, or stopping
altogether, the
sales of. computer
_ systems to college students at cut-rate
prices.
The reason? Many retail computer stores across the
country have been complaining about unfair competition
from university computer stores.
Some college computer stores are offering the same
equipment retail stores sell, but it's as much as 50 percent
less than retail price.
College stores can do this because they are given tremendous discounts by computer manufacturers that want to
attract younger customers. These manufacturers also want
to build up customer loyalty to their products among
younger consumers, and big discounts help attract those
Customers.
If Congress does indeed decide to limit or even eliminate
the discounts students receive, it would be a great disservice to students, most of whom already have enough bills
to pay.
Once the discounts are eliminated, student purchases will
take a steep drop. And companies like IBM and Apple
know it. Student purchases have accounted for a sizable
chunk of c'ompanies' sales the last few years.
So computer companies, not wanting to lose a prime
source of revenue, are joining up with students to fight
any future Congressional action.
It's hard to imagine that sales by campus computer
stores are making enough of a dent in retail sales that
Congressional action is necessary.
It sounpis as if retailers are crying just because their profit margin is down a bit. Retailers are still making money,
just not as much as they'd prefer to be making.
Students end up on the short end of the financial stick
often enough these days, discounts are a rarity.
Hopefully, fairness will prevail and Congress will let
students keep one of the few good deals available to them.
If not, students considering buying computers in the
future should get them now, while the price is still right.
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A blinker history
Here we are, living in a nation
where your coffee can be brewing before you get up in the
morning; where automobiles
can tell you when your door is
ajar; where you can watch the
TV news 24 hours a day.
Why, then, if onboard car
computers can tell you the
wind-chill factor in Walla
Walla, Washington, can't someone invent turn signals that
sense when the driver is thinking of turning, then warn the
rest of us?
Turn signals. Blinkers, to the
layperson. Originally, a great
idea. Drivers in the early 19th
century used to have to reach
outside the warm confines of
their horse carts and wave their
hands wildly, trying to tell the
oncoming herd of oxen that,
"Yes, I'm trying to get these here
beasts of mine to turn, so
PLEASEPLEASEPLEASE
don't run me over."
Of course, everyone had their
own way of signaling, so traffic was constantly backed up
anyway. Jackknifing horse carts
often slid into oncoming oxen,
who didn't have the foggiest
idea which way the poor driver
was trying to turn.
Thus, the term,"Dumb as an
ox," which originated when
the drivers filed insurance
claims, blaming accidents on
the beasts of burden (who were
unrepresented by competent attorneys), and laughed all the
way to the bank (claim check in
hand).
(Artistic embellishment:) • —
Everybody ignored the problem until one day in the early
1900s when Henry Ford and his
brother "Pfrone were brushing
their teeth at the same time.
Tyrone, with a mouthful of
Crest, had to spit, but Henry
was oblivious to his brother's
hand signals and continued to
rinse off his own tooth brush.
1Yrone spit his Crest and saliva
mixture all over Henry's hand,

John Holyoke
at which point a major brawl
erupted. The brothers.ended up
deciding that hand signals were
pretty useless, and when Henry
hit it big in the auto nusiness,
he took steps to eliminate the
reliance on hand signals.
(End of artistic embellishment)
So now, thanks to the Ford
brothers, we're civilized. We
have little lights attached to our
modern versions of the horse
cart, and the principles involved are so simple, even the oxen
could figure it out.
If the little light on the right
side of the vehicle flashes on
and off, it means, "Hey, I'm
trying to get this beast of mine
to turn to the right, so
PLEASEPLEASEPLEASE
don't run over me."
And vice versa.
Problem is, the darned things
seem to be so complicated to
use, nobody bothers with them
anymore.
The ever-popular Swoop
Tiirn seems to be the way to go
nowadays. It's quick, easy, and
aggravates the hell out of other
drivers. Here's how to do it:
1) Live under the assumption
that the Constitution upholds
your right to go wherever you
want without telling anyone else
where you're going.
2) Get into your, car.
3) Drive around, ignoring the

little lever on the left side of
your steering wheel. If you want
to turn right, slow down,
swooping wide to the left to
confuse anybody who might be
behind you. Then swoop back
to the right into your intended
turn just before the impatient
lug behind you tries to sneak by
you in the breakdown lane.
This works best if you drive
a beat up El Camino, because
sometimes the car following
you will be more aggressive than
you'd planned, and will actually (almost) succeed in sneaking
past in the breakdown lane.
You'll probably knock them into the ditch, but will take a little bit of a beating yourself.
El Caminos are great,
because, as you know, they're
half car, half truck. You can call
them "trars" or you can call
them "cucks." As such, you
can haul around a makeshift
auto body shop in the back, and
fix yourself up before the fuzz
shows up.
Only when you pull over to
assess damages to your El
Camino should you use your
blinker. That way, when the
cops do show up, they'll see that
your blinker is on, and you can
say, "Oh, it is? I guess it must
have gotten stuck there. It was
on when that crazy guy in the
ditch tried to knock me into the
pulp truck that was drivingby."
Then the cops will -sayt:
something like, "That's what I
thought. After we pull that guy
out of the ditch, we're gonna
take him downtown. He said
you didn't use your turn signal.
We think he's been drinking."
Then you can sue him, call
him dumber than an ox for not
understanding blinkers, and
laugh all the way to the bank
(check in hand, of course).
John Holyoke is a senior journalism major.
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Response
Editorial was narrow minded
To the editor:
This letter is in response to
Ms. Beverly A. Gabe. I hate to
break this one to you Ms. Gabe,
but I have never read such a
narrow minded and one sided
article in my life. I was appalled and outraged at the
discriminating
comments
about, "WELFARE TARTS
and that they GET ABORTIONS just so they can pick up
where they left off."
Do yourself a big favor Ms.
Gabe and open those slits that
you have for eyes. "Welfare
tarts," are by all means not
the only women in this country
who obtain abortions. Many
varying types of women in this
country have abortions. That's
right Ms. Gabe, the rich, the
poor (or "tarts" as you have so
self richeously stated), the big,
the tall, the fat and the shortWhatever!
I hate to pop your sheltered
little bubble Ms. Gabe but I
suggest you take a better look
at reality. Abortion exists and

always will exist. Some choose
to have a childiNote: a child is
declared a child by definition,
AT BIRTH) and some choose
not to have a child. You have no
control over this.matter what so
ever MS. Gabe If you believe—
that the objective of sex is to
produce children, well by all
means Ms. Gabe be a factory
and prOduce away.
All I have to say about that
comment is that you have your
opinions and you have your
beliefs but I'm really sorry to
read that you have never experienced the feelings of (safe)
sexuality and of love. Maybe
someday you'll loosen up
enough to ppssibly experience
this form of expression.
Ms. Gabe, if you knew a little more about the reality of
abortion in this country you
would realize that the decision
to have an abortion is certainly, and most deffinately not the,
"easy way out."!
It is a very difficult and trying decision for a woman to
make and a hard one to deal

with at that. Looking
psychologically and medically
at this decision you would soon
realize that this is not the act of
a, "coward,", it is the act of a
woman who has made a very
serious decision about her-body
and the embryo within it.
That is certainly not so,
"easy" as you so convientiently
put it.

of reality in life.
There are better ways to express your beliefs, values and
opinions Ms. Gabe. You'll soon
realize that nothing can ever be
accomplished through closed
minds.

Madge Lindgren
Gannett Hall

Resignation explained
To the editor:

True, the notes were annoying
and I am disappointed that the
Over the past two and a half people who wrote them are still
weeks I have received so many
wandering loose and uncaged
phone calls and letters from
on the campus, but such things
people asking about "rumors" are scarcely important enough
they've heard, I feel that I need
to force anyone to resign.
to set out some of the facts.
The University made it plain
1.) Yes, I have resigned from
that such harassment is not acthe University.
ceptable and it stopped.
2.) No, my resignation has
3.) Yes, in many ways I am
nothing to do with the unforanother "victim" of the publish
tunate harassment that occur- or perish disease that afflicts so
red in BIO 100 this semester.
many universities. I had not intended to address this issue at
this time (and I shall have
much, much more to say on it
in the spring), but the editorial
"Publish or Die" (DMC,
11/14/89), the letter to the
editor on 11/28/89, and a
survey by members of the Student Senate have persuaded me
a blood alcohol content (BAC)of a .08
to say at !east something at this
percent by weight, s/he is guilty of
point.
operating under the influence. A convicI was hired as a teacher and
tion results in a minimum $300 fine, the
I was expected to spend 90'
person's license will be suspended for 90
(department expectation) of my
days, and s/he will face a possible
time on teaching. (The college
48-hours jail sentence.(For certain OUI
expectation was 100') I did,
convictions (i.e. BAC of .15 or more)the
working to improve my lectures,
penalty includes a minimum 48-hour jail
working
with students who were
sentence.)
having trouble with BIO 100,
and trying to keep up as much
Ensuing convictions result in much
harsher penalties.
as possible with the extraordinary wide field of contemIf you are under 21 and you are found
porary biological investigation
to be operating or attempting to operate
to bring new and relevant infora motor vehicle with BAC of .02 percent
mation to the classrothn.
or more, your driver's license will be
suspended for one year.
Operating Under Suspension - Class
D Crime - The maximum fine for this
crime is $2,500, and/or one year in jail.
Fake I.D. - Class E Crime - It is
a crime to display or have in one's
possession a fake or altered ID.
Furnishing Alcohol to Minors Class D Crime - It is illegal: to procure,
or in any way aid or assist in procuring,
To the editor:
furnishing, giving or delivering liquor
for or to a minor; or to allow any minor
On Wednesday Nov. 29th a
under your control (i.e. in your house or
comic strip appeared which
apartment) to consume liquor.
described an individual stuRemember: Conviction on criminal
dent's feelings about the
charges will give you a criminal record.
R.O.T.C. programs here at the
Most job applications ask about
University.
criminal convictions. In addition, conSince the Army was the target
victions related to motor vehicles may
of the comment, I wonder how
result in an increase in the cost of auto
much Steve Stasiuk really
instance.
knows about the Army or the
If you have any questions about this
Armed Forces.
or any other legal matter, stop by SLS.
It is because of the Armed
Student Legal Services is a service of
Forces that people like you can
Student Government which offers free
make ridiculous comments like
legal advice to all activity fee-paying
undergraduates. It is located on the 2nd
This university supports the
floor of the Memorial Union and is open
gays and lesbians, the
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
minorities, the Democrats, the

Criminal penalties

Guest Commentary by Student Legal Services
We are often asked about the consequences of being charged with a criminal
offense. Some of the most common
misdemeanor criminal offenses and their
penalties are described below.
Criminal Mischief - A Class D crime
a person is guilty of criminal mischief
if s/he 1) destroys the property of
another without authority to do so or 2)
damages, destroys or tampers with any
property of the police, fire department,
or any public utility. This is a broad law
encompassing many of the acts known
as vandalism.
A Class D crime is punishable by a
fine of up to $1,000 and/or up to one
year in jail.
Disorderly Conduct - Class E Crime
Disorderly conduct is also a very broad
law. A person is guilty of this crime if
in a public place, s/he 1) makes loud or
unreasonable noises, 2)activates a device
releasing an offensive odor, or 3)engages
in fighting. Also, Disorderly Conduct in
a private place occurs if s/he does not
cease an activity after having been told
to do so by a police officer.
A Class E crime is punishable by a
fine of up to $500 and/or up to six
months in jail.
Failure to Disperse - Class D Crime
A law enforcement officer may order 6
or more people who are "participating
in a course of disorderly conduct" to
disperse. Failure to comply with the
order to disperse is a crime.
Theft - Misdemeanors
Examples of common thefts are
shoplifting or taking of a street sign.
Theft of property valued at less than
$500 is a Class E Crime.
Theft of property valued at more than
$500 but less than $1,000 is a Class D
Crime.
Operating Under The Influence Class
D Crime - If a person is found to have

Well, to wrap this up Ms.
Gabe I have to tell you that I
have never considered writting
a response to the DMC but
after reading your article at
lunch I nearly lost my cookies
on it! Not only was the column
full of hatred, i.e complete
discrimination and prejudice
but it also shows that maybe
you need to broaden your realm

The remainder of my time I
spent on my appointment as
Biology Coordinator for the
College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture and on service to
the University, including working closely with first year
biology majors helping them to
get started on the right pathway.
But my new dean has determined that all my contributions
in the teaching area do not have
the same value as research and
publication and she has told me
she could not support my application for tenure. Under the
circumstances one resigns
before being fired (looks better
on the resume, you know). And
I personally find it repugnant
and distasteful to work for someone who quite obviously
holds teaching in such low
esteem in comparison to
research.
If you as students do not like
this plain devaluation of
teaching, perhaps you should
write to President Lick and
Vice-president for Academic
Affairs John Hitt, both in
Alumni Hall, to let them know
how you feel. You might also
bring this situation to your
parents' attention.
Ben Liles, Jr.
Department of Botany
Plant Pathology

Show support
for R.O.T.0
Republicans, the Communist
Club, but have a student walking around in a uniform that
represents his or her country,
and that person is a baby killer,
or peace breaker!?
Come on, the Armed Forces
are a way of life for hundreds
of thousands of people. Their
job is to protect the ideals of a
Democracy, for freedom. Is it
worth the effort to degrade us?
If it is, you are degrading
yourselves. Show some support
for our uniformed students they support you.
Cdt. SSgt. Andrew Kaufmann
Army R.O.T.C.
Blackbear Batallion
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State to reopen 1988 hunting death case
AUGUSTA(AP)— More than a year
after a hunter accidentally shot and killed Karen Wood in her back yard in Hermon, state Attorney General James
Tierney said Tuesday his office would try
for the second time to win a grand jury
indictment in the controversial case.
Tierney, while declining to discuss the
reasons for his decision or what charges
might be sought, said state prosecutors
may ask for a special meeting of the current Penobscot County grand jury to
consider the case prior to its next,
scheduled session in January.
"From my perspective, my department
has always felt that a crime occured,"
when Wood, 37, the mother of young
twins, was killed Nov. 15 1988, Tierney
said.

The hunter, Donald Rogerson of
telephone messages at his Bangor office
Bangor, was initially charged with
and no one answered the telephone at his
manslaughter, but the grand jury conhome.
cluded that Rogerson, who said he
Wood's death was the only fatality to
believed he was firing at a deer, had not
occur during the 1988 hunting season,
been criminally negligent or criminally
and the subsequent handling of the case
reckless and did not return an
have stirred strong emotions antong
indictment.
hunters and non-hunters alike.
In October, on the eve of this year's
The controversy has heightened in redeer hunting season, state officials ancent weeks with news reports that
nounced that. Rogerson had agreed to
Vafiades' nephew served on the grand
give up his hunting license for five years
jury that refused to indict Rogerson,
rather than contest potential license -- although it is unclear whethertie voted
restrictions.
on the matter or whether his vote would
Rogerson, a supermarket produce
have changed the outcome. A new grand
manager, has "lost all interest in hunjury has been seated since then.
ting," his attorney, Lewis V. Vafiades,
Tierney denied that publicity about
said at the time.
the case prompted him to resurrect the
Vafiades did not return repeated
case, though he refused to say whether

Accused drug dealer
CONCORD, N.H.(AP) — Carlos Arboleda, accused of running drugs to the
Northeast, has been left holding the bag
after the real criminals bargained their
way after going to trial„Arboleda's
lawyer said Wednesday.
Arboleda was one of 20 people charged with smuggling more than 1' 2 tons
of cocaine into New Hampshire,
Massachusetts and Canada between
1984 and 1989. His trial before U.S.
District Judge Shane Devine began
Wednesday.
"The government has essentially given
the store away to their central witnesses
to make the case for them," lawyer

Jeffrey Denner said to a U.S. District
Court Jury. "There simply are truly no
big people left ... and they have to prosecute someone."
Being tried with Arboleda, of Warner,
N.H., are his longtime girlfriend, Jecennia Orellana, also of Warner, and Marting Castillo or Methuen, Mass. They are
accused of conspiracy to distribute cocaine and marijuana. Orellana also is
charged with aiding and abetting interstate transportation of drugs and with
using a telephone to aid distribution of
drugs.
Denner told the jury that the evidence
they would hear about drug sale con-

Wood's husband, Kevin, who moved
to Iowa with his two daughters but continued to press Maine authorities to
reopen the cage, said in a telephone interview he was encouraged by Tierney's
announcement.
"I had.been hoping for this for some
time," the husband said.
Mr. Wood, who works in Illinois as a
pediatric-school psychologist, said he
was "cautiously optimistic" that there
would be a successful criminal prosecution.

eft 'holding the bag'
spiracies "does not suggest a single
unitary conspiracy."
He said drug deals that government
%itnesses would discuss "have nothing
at all to do with Mr. Arboleda" and were
only linked by the presence of JeanMarie Lemieux of Salem, who pleaded
guilty this summer to running a continuing criminal enterprise.
Denner called Lemieux "a major, major, major drug dealer for at least 10
years," who escaped justice by
pleading guilty.
Lemieux will be called as a witness for
the prosecution, Assistant U.S. Attorney
Jean Weld said, as will others from the
group of 20 who pleaded guilty to dealing drugs.

Weld said testimony would gradually
show the jury "an organized, structured,
very well defined organization for dealing with cocaine."
"There is no one witness in this case
that knows everything that Mr. Arboleda
and Ms. Orellana and Mr. Castillo did.
... Each winess is a piece of (a) puszle," she said. "It is not going to really make sense to you until you hear the
evidence."
She said evidence of Arboleda's guilt
would come piece by piece from the
witnesses, like putting together a puzzle
to finally make a picture.

Many great Christmas gift
ideas at big savings

AVAILABLE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER
HUBBARD FARMS
Brand new 2 bdr., 1% bath luxurious
townhouse apartments located within 12
mile of campus in quiet serene setting.
Ammenities include: architecturally
designed buildings, fully aplianced
kitchens include, microwave, washer, dryer
in every unit. Spectacular fire placed
living rooms with cathedral ceilings and
french doors leading to private decks.
Large spacious rooms, quality throughout,
skylights, easily Oronis finest development.
Rents start at t700.00 a month with January's
rent free plus free cable TV hook* Call now
for your private showing.

he had received any flew information
that made the prospect of a successful
_.prosecution wore likely. "This decision was based solely on the
facts that occured," he said.

All bikes on sale at

Rose Bike•i‘

36A Main Street
866-3525

e

(Below Southern Styles Hair Salon)

???

, Mo.i., Tues., Wed., Fri.
11

Thurs.
Sat.

10:00a.m.-5:00p.m.
10:00a.m.-7:00p.m.
9:00a.m-4:00p.m.

„ „. „. .„,. . ,. . . .„. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A. .„
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SCROOGED
STARRING BILL MURRAY
FREE ADMISSION
SUNDAY. DEC. 10TH
2:00 PM

Maine Suburban Properties
Telephone: 884,7464
Ask For Harvard Ames
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Finnish boy reunited with American girlfriend
FARMINGTON, N.H. (AP) — The
Finnish teen-ager bounced out of the
student exchange program that sponsored him threw the decorum out the
door and said Wednesday he's just glad
to be back with his American girlfriend.
"This foundation — when they moved me they did it against my own
will," said liro Lehtinen, 18, of
Kiriviem, Finland. "I really do like these
_people here — they're so friendly peop
ie_ Ft
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Lehtinen was transferred from his
family and school in Farmington to
another city Nov. 11, when the Education Foundation for Foreign Study
acknowledged its efforts to have him
spend more time with his host family
were not successful.
The reason? He was spending too
much time with his girlfriend, Kelly
LaPointe.
"I really like her very much. She's ...
I can't find the words," said Lehtinen,
who said he will remain in Farmington
for the rest of the school year with Lou
and Reed Waldron, who had offered to
take him in.
"I've never seen liro smile so much in
my life," said LaPointe, 17. She and
her parents drove to South Portland to
pick Lehtinen up Tuesday night. "We
were going to go in the morning, but he
said 'come now."
The Lehtinen-LaPointe reunion Tuesday night came after much media attention and protests by their parents, friends
and the Finnish embassy.
Their separation led to a walkout by
about 100 Farmington high school
pupils, about orte-third of the student
body, and angered the couple's parents.
"It was a very big headache and I'm
not sure exactly why," said Meg Holliday, the foundation's eastern regional
director in Cambridge, Mass. She said
Leltinen no longer will be sponsored by
the foundation.
Lehtinen's parents likely will be reimbursed for the money they gave the foundation to pay for his expenses. Holliday
said the financial details have not been
worked out. Lehtinen will get another
type of visa under the Waldrons'
sponsorship.
Lehtinen's father lobbied the Education Foundation's offices in Finland in
an effort to get his son returned to
Farmington.
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Holliday said Lehtinen was taken off
the program, by mutual agreement, after
officials spoke with his parents in
Finland and agreed that his goals had
become incompatible with the
program's.
state Rep. William Tsiros said he got
"the good news" Tuesday evening from
Holliday.
Tsiros said an attache in the Finnish
embassy in Washington, D.C., was angry
when she learned about -thy tiansfer
earlier.
"She said she was going to call the
Education Foundation officials and was
very irate at the whole situation,"
Tsiros said. "I don't know what she said,
but it worked. I got the call from Meg
Holliday a few hours later."

The relationship between LaPointe
and Lehtinen began in September. Foundation officials said Lehtinen was told
not to break up with LaPointe, but only
to cool the relationship enough so he
could spend more time with his host
family.
"I wonder if it may have gotten out
of hand because Kelly LaPointe and her
mother have made it a full time job to
bring tiro back to her," said Susan
Jackson, the foundation's regional coordinator in Berwick, Maine.
Jackson said many aspects of an exchange experience, including the student's temporary "adoption" by an
American family, were being overlooked as the story of thwarted young love
took on a life of its own.

"I feel confident that the foundation
made the right decision, but unfortunately that has become secondary in
the eyes of the press to the marketability of a love story," she said.
According to Jackson and Holliday,
Lehtinen's host parents in Farmington,
Mike and Diane Crowley, would not see
much of him for days at a time. They
said he would leave early in the morning for school and return late at night,
more like a boarder than a pro-tem family member.
"The families are volunteers and they
expect and perhaps deserve some interaction with the student they are harboring," Holliday said.

An Open Letter to UMaine Musio_--Lgvers
by Michael F. janosco,.Chairperson
UMaine Concert Committee
On behalf of this campus's Concert Committee (run solelr by students), I would like
extend
to
a belated apology to all the students who made the last-ditch effort to attend
the November 9th B-52's show. Unforseeable forces made the show turn but to be far
hotter (literally!) than any of us had expected. Tickets sold out the day before the show;
we wound up turning awayliterally hundreds of people at the Information Booth and
Gym entrance that Thursday (and l!rn sure those who attended will agree the Pit couldn't
have held another person).
• .
While I refuse to enter that'eternaldebate oil whether or not this-ampug
equipped with enough functions/events/diversions, in the case of the I3-52's show, the
outside buying public nearly matched the amount of tickets our Maine-population
purchased (Student ticketsz..1,200+; Gelteral Public: 1,000+). I have a feeling if every
UMaine student who wanted to attend the show had bought tickets in'advance, the
_general_ public wouldn't have gotten many.
Which would have been fine.
The UMaine Concert Committee was originally created for onlytwo purposes: to ,
provide.the UMaine student audience:with college-oriented concert events and to do so
at affordable, college-oriented prices. With MTV's Remote Control (student price: $8),
Youssou N'Dour ($10), the B-52's ($10), and the Alarm ($8), I feet we've taken a hell of a
stab at accomplishing both: Though these performers are nationally (and in the case of
N'Dour, internationally) known, the attendance has been'spotty (excluding the 11-52's
show), and I'm still'consistently asked,"Where's U2?" "The Grateful Dead?" "Tracy Chapman?" "Sting?" "New Kids On The Block? (just kidding.)"
Well as y,pu might imagine, it's extremely difficult getting bands to consider routing
a tour date through Orono, Maine. Thejist of bands we've looked into since August oily
to have each act evaporate before our eyes is long and-sickening. Then, there is the
financial isituation. At the beginning of the school year we had raised $45,000 to spenc
on events. A tidy sum of money. Should have been plenty, rigb,t? Not when the 11-52's
cost $25,000 ($35,000+ once all the costs of holding the event arc totaled)/
conditions have improved significantlY, however. Each of the performers we've Lad
thus far. have been impressedwith our school and this area. This is encouraging, since
we've pulled all of the stops to make their visit here accomodating and worthwhile (word
spreads quickly'throughout the concert business just which colleges are Worth
scheduling). We're making a good impression..
Looking into the near future, the Alarm artive this coming Monday,,Dycember lln
:,•
Ticket sales were slowed by the Thankgiving Break, but hay
. e started to piek up
(especially at the local9utlets). All oethe band's other dates around the country have
spIcLouti(in larger venifes than the-Gym).- -Ws singl&-"Sold Me Down the-Riverwa§recently a #1 hit at albilm rock stations(WBLM, WTOS), and I daresay if you switched on
WNIEB for an hour you'd hear an Alarrii tune or two.
Take a stresS-relieving study break. Go to the show. Have a good time. If this
concert turns out to be as well-received as the last one, the chances are good for something big in the spring (funding fora permanent outdoor Concert Park to be located
northeast of Rangely Road, across the street from Somerset Hall;.has just been approved).
Rome wasn't built in a day! Neither was MadisbIrSquare Garden!
•••••
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Sports
Friends of Maine Hockey
are like family to playersGood competition moves
(Maine basketball along

photo by Scott I eclair

Good competition breeds success.
That's how I think the theory goes, or at least it seems to
have worked for the University of Maine.
Play teams above your level and learn what it takes to beat
them ... and if all things go well you turn the tables and beat
the teams that pummelled you a few years back.
The baseball team has done it and the hockey team is always
mentioned when talking about the best teams in the nation.
The football team has been highly successful in Division IAA, but it too is beefing up its schedule with games against
Division I-A Hawaii and Rutgers the next couple of years.
The past decade, especially the past five years, there has been
a push toward improving athletic programs at UMaine.
The latest team at UMaine taking the step toward a higher
level of competition is the women's basketball team, and early
signs show the Lady Black Bears are doing just fine.
They've jumped out to a 5-1 start, with their only loss coming against North Caronlita State, 77-66,(ranked sixth in the
nation at the time).
They beat perennial power Rutgers in Bangor earlier this
season and the quick start has resulted in a national rankin
g
of 33rd. Have the women made it to the national level? The
season is still young, but 48 teams are selected for the NCAA
tournament so the future is encouraging.
All this success by these sports teams is fine and all. It's
brought media attention and put the Black Bears on the map.
But the other purpose for creating a nationally competitive
program is to make money for the university, not only to improve the sports teams, but the academics as well. Theoretically, anyway.
A member of the Friends of Maine Hockey speaks to a young hockey fan during
Let's face it, UMaine's top sports don't bring money to the
one of the UMaine
hockey team's recent home games. Proceeds from the Friends booth go toward
university. Yes, they draw national media attention, which
the hockey program.
is
needed to improve the university's reputation, but for the most
By Kim Thibeau
for him to be released.
part the dollars don't flow with it.
come and talk to us."
Staff Writer
Tepper's "surrogate mother"
Where's the answer? A nationally competitive men's basket
Most of the surrogate
is a member of the Friends of
ball program. The Black Bears are taking the first steps in
famili
es are members of
that
In the opening game against
Maine Hockey, a booster
direction, but aren't there yet.
Friends. They provide a place
Ohio State University earlier
organization for the Black
There are whispers around the campus community that this
for the players to stay during
season, Steve Tepper susthis
Bears. But the "Friends" are
year's team, unlike previous ones, might be something special
breaks
. They also give those
.
tained a neck injury. Tepper was
more than boosters.
Like the other sports that have made it to the top, the hoop
players living in their own
rushed to Eastern Maine
They are family.
team has strengthened its schedule, including games against
apartments a place to go and
Big
Medical Center for x-rays and
"We give them more emoEast Conference opponents.
visit with people that care.
treatment.
tional
support
UMaine played Boston Colthan
"Hockey has the longest
Tepper remained in the
anything," Dr. Nonni Daly,
lege last weekend, and lost by
season of all the sports. The
hospital overnight under obserpresident of Friends of Maine
seven points. But many people
players start young and have
vation
but
,
he
was
not
alone.
Hockey
, said. "When they're
thought it would be a blowout
parental support. Parents dragBy his bedside, Tepper's "sur- down, we pep them up. When
and the only chance the Black
rogate
mother" sat and waited
they're in a bad mood, they
Bears had to win was if the
(see FRIENDS page 11)
Eagles got stuck in a snowstorm
on Interstate 95. They were
wrong.
The men's hoop team is 1-2. The win came against a Coppi
n
State team that. is predicted to win its league and go
to the
NCAA tournament.
The schedule doesn't get easier for the Black Bears. They
University of Maine head
have
University, 38-35.
the Cotton Bowl in 1986.
to face the Big East's University of Connecticut this weeken
football coach Tom Lichtenberg
d
The Black Bears set 29 school Lichtenberg was the
n the new UConn dome and then take on Fairfield Univer
offensive
was named the New England
sity
records and six Yankee Con- coordinator at Notre
(a team that has occassionally been part of the March Madne
Dame in
Division I Coach of the Year, it
ss
ference marks this season. 1981 and 1982.
the past few years).
was announced by the New
UMaine was ranked as high as
He was a head coach at
But if the theory holds true, a few years down the road, maybe
England Sports Writers on
fourth
in the NCAA 1-AA poll, Morehead State in Kentuc
UMaine can beat those teams and with a little luck maybe
ky for
Wednesday. --it
and was placed eighth in the the 1979 and 1980
can beat some of those teams now.
season
s,
and
Lichtenberg becomes the
final poll.
produced the school's first winWhat's the bonus of a naBonally competitive hoop team?
37th recipient of the award, and
Lichtenberg was the winn- ning season in six
Increased revenue and more national coverage than any of
years as the
the first UMaine coach ever to
the
ingest
first-year head coach in
team went5--4-1 in 1979. While
other sports at UMaine combined could produce.
receive the honor.
-- Ahe nation this season. He was at Moreh
ead, he recruited New
How many college sports get more major network televis
Lichtenberg, 49, was named
ion
hired at UMaine on January 16, York Giants
exposure than basketball? None. How many college sports
quarterback Phil
the Yankee Conference Co1989, succeeding Tom Murphy Simms to
receive more corporate sponsorship than basketball? None.
the school.
coach of the Year as selected by
who became the head coach at
Lichtenberg's career head
With this type of demand for college hoop, the teams that
the league's coaches on Nov. 20.
the University of Cincinnati.
coaching record now stands at
make it to the tournament actually make money, big money
He led the Black Bears to thier
.
Lichtenberg, a native of Cin17-14-1 in three seasons.
Money that can improve the university in all aspects.
winningest season in the 98-year
cinnati, Ohio, was previously
He is a 1962 graduate of the
Obviously it takes more than playing the big teams to be a
history of the program, as they
the offensive coordinator at
Univers
ity of Louisville. He
national power. Eventually you have to beat the big teams and
finished 9-3.
Northern Iowa in 1988. Prior to
received his master's degree
that takes recruits — another place where UMaine is steppi
UMaine was the Yankee Con- that position, he had
ng
been the
from Xavier University. He is
forward.
ference champion, and advanc- offensive coordinator
at Ohio
married, and he and his wife,
Is the men's basketball right behind the rest of UMaine's reed to the NCAA I-AA playoffs, State in 1986 and 1987
under
Sue
Ann have five children. The
cent success? Time will tell if ihe trend at UMaine is to continue.
before being defeated by
Earle Bruce. The Buckeyes were
couple resides in Veazie with
Southwest Missouri State Co-Big Ten champions
and won
their youngest son, Bubba.

UMaine needs a
strong men's
hoop team to
make big bucks

Lichtenberg is named New
England Coach of the Year
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•Friends
Dicey
yers

ging them to their practices and games,
buying their equipment," Daly said.
"Then, they go to college. We (Friends)
provide that emotional support away
from horne4L—..--. - -"HavinOurrogates is nice for the guys
and the hosts," Black Bear head
coach Shawn Walsh said("It's a positive
thing (for our progkam and the
Friends)."
*tack Bear assistant coach and former
UMaine player Dave Nonis agrees with
Walsh on the positive aspects of having
the Friends.
"It was good for me. My surrogates
(members of Friends) were closer to me
than anyone else when I first got
here," the Burnaby, B.C. native said.
"Things like Christmas and
Thanksgiving, you take for granted when(
you're at home. It's nice for people to
take you into their home and treat you)
like family," he added.
Despite the distance between
hometowns and Alfond Arena, the
players' families are not forgotten during their son's college hockey career.
"We've (Friends) become close to their
parents," Daly said, who is a surrogate mother to senior tri-captain Guy
Perron and sophomore Scott Pellerin.
"They (the families) feel like they've lost
a huge chunk of their life. So, we send
them video tapes, newspaper clippings
and pictures. It makes them feel like
they're still involved and we make new
families."
Daly added, "It (Friends) is a nice network because you get to know all the
kids. Guy will come over to tape or
watch a game and usually a couple of
guys will come with him."

(continued from page 10)

The Friends of Maine Hockey was
started during-the 1980-81 season. Gary
Thorne, former radio announcer for
Black Bear hockey, was the "founding
father" of the organization.
"It was a loose group of four or five
people trying to do things for the hockey
program," Daly, a 1959 UMaine
graduate, 4d.
Thorne headed up Friends until 1983
when Jogn McDonough became president. Friends was a low-key organization
until the 1986-87 season.
" "We didn't get really formal, with office.rs, until three seasons ago," Daly,
who is in her second year as president,
said. "Our newsletter, which
in its
eight year of publication, has been a
monthly publication for three seasons.
We have five officers and six committee
chairs, including a membership chair.
We're in the process of becoming incorporated and tax exempt so in the IRS's
eyes we will be a tax-free group."
Three seasons ago, there were 350
members in the booster club. Today,
Friends of Maine Hockey boasts 1230 in
its "family"
•
And as in a family, no one "child"
receives more than the other.
"We don't give them the typical financial support of a family. We do things
that will benefit the team as a whole. For

example, if the NCAA only allows for
22 awards for the team, we will buy the
remaining awards so that every member
of the team gets one," Daly said.
The group is a two-pronged organization. They plan about 50 social events
each season araund hockey, like luncheons, post-game receptions, tournaments and the hockey banquet.
Also, through membership dues, a
•507517 drawing during home hockey
games, auctions and the selling of
"special" hockey merchandise, the
Friends raise money to donate to the
hockey program.
"They give us financial support as well
as emotional," Walsh said. "They
donate what we can't afford."
The Friends have made various donations to the hockey program which have
been vital to its success. For example,
they donated the satellite dish and video
equipment, making scouting teams and
reviewing game tapes easier.
Computer equipment for the office,
the weight room addition and furnishings and travel sweat suits for the
players are other items the Friends have
given their "kids".
This year, the Friends will donate one
hockey scholarship, the Harold AlfondFriends of Maine Hockey scholarship, to
the Black Bear Fund.
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ADOPTION
Sue and Richard are a happily mamed, warm
loving couple who can offer a secure and stable
home with lots and lots of low. If you or someone
you know LS considering an adoption plan. please
call Friends in Adoption Collect at: (802)
235-2312 In compliance with Title 22 Chapter
1153.
HEART ID HEART ADOPTION - Loving,
married couple wants to adopt a baby. We want
to work with you in making this file-king decision
We can help with medical eyenses. Call Tina or
Will collect: 282-7604. In compliance with Title
22, Chail 1153.

Campus Rep wanted to run ski and spring break
trips for free trawl or commission. Call: Sno-search
(413) 533-1600

..............

ATTENTION - HIRING! Government iobs - your
area. $17.840 - S69,485. CALL: 14602)
838-8885. EXT. R18402

•EXCLUSIVE•

BERLIN TEE SHIRT
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NO'

H R 1
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vr .i1"
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If you have borrowed through the Stafford Loan (GSL)
or Supplemental Loan for Students (SLS) programs,
you must attend an exit loan counseling session
prior to your graduation this December. Loan
counseling sessions will be offerred at the
following times:

• -•••4

Heavy Duty 100% Hanes Beefy T
High Impact 6 Color Design

YOUR COST $14.95

--orrsn tont 1UU We accept VISA anti MC

IOW

$ ref

Cf;rvE.

MI 14 SO(

LOST AND FOUND
To the guy who lost his keys with green cord in
Alfond, they have been found.
LOST- valuable watch contact Mark: 431 Oxford

ACTIVITIES

'SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
FREEDOM GRAFICS
50 MARKET ST 1A, SUITE 324
SOUTH PORTLAND. ME 041r11

•.AME
ADDRESS
-;IT','
STATE '
ZIP
.AYMENT CHECK
84C
VISA
.;ARD *
EXP DATE
EE
'
SIZES
M_ L _ XL_ IXXL
• 61 00)
(1ST QUALITY SHORT
SLEEVE WHITE ONLY)
,

Looking for a fraternity, soronty Of student
organization that would like to make $500 $1,000 for a one week on-campus marketing
proiect. Must be organized and hardworking.
Call Elizabeth or Myra at 14800) 592-2121

LOST - A pair of tortoise-shell framed glasses. Last
• u in Barrows Hall next to room 153. If found,
please contact. Beth: 581-4724, Rm. 241

S6.1-1 INCL.:

FOR PHONE ORDERS PLEASE CALL
8AM-872-6576 MAINE 800454.5050

E4St

EARN $2,000 - $4000 Searching for employment that permits working
your °win hours, but still challenging enough for
your entrepreneunal skills? Manage programs for
fortune 5(X)Companies. Earn $2.000 to $4,000
Call: 1-800-932-0528. ext. 11. Ideal for
grad students!

$ $ $ IMPORTANT NOTICE $ $ $
DECEMBER GRADUATES

NO 'US....

FRIENDS page 11)

New
Year

0000000000000

HELP WANTED
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Despite the hustle and bustle of setting up tournaments and special events
or trying to raise money for the program,
the Friends' first priority is their "kids".
"They are more friends of the players
than they are a booster group," Nonis
said. "They enjoy the games, but they
don't do it (Friends) to be above
everyone else. They want to be friends
with the players and help them out. They
cro- it out of the goodness of their
heart."

Monday, December 11 at 4:00 P.M.
Tuesday, December 12 at 3:00 P.M.
Both sessions will be held
in the FFA Room in the Memorial Union.

Wilde-Stein - Gay lesbian support group meets
every Thursday- 6-30 p rri.. Sutton Lounge Mem
Union All wek-ocimi..
ROOMMATE NEEDED
Graduate studen: needs rooMmate for new 2
bedmom apt in Bangor. Has dishwasher. mic. laundry.f street parking, very nice! 15 minutes from
UMO. 330imo'dep inchide.s all titilitio.r. Call
945-6291 ryes
WANTED
Men's Backcountry/Telemark boots. (Preferably
!genii]) size 11. Call: La 866-7508

'
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Sox sign Reardon Women's basketball
Greenwell, Smith may be headed
for auction block in three-way deal
Cleveland Indians for Sandy Alomar Jr.
and two players.
In exchange for Carter, Cleveland also
got outfielder Chris James and talented
minor league third baseman Carlos
Baerga.
Cleveland and the Padres reached
agreement late Monday night on Carter,
one of baseball's biggest sluggers. But
the trade could not be finished until San
Diego signed Carter, who would have
been eligible for free agency after the
1990 season.
Houston signed two free agents,
Gullickson ($1.4 million for one year)
and Ken Oberk fell ($1.5 million for two
years and an option). Also, Pittsburgh
re-signed free-agent pitcher Neal Heaton
for three years at $2.8 million and
Philadelphia kept free-agent catcher
Steve Lake for two years at $730,000.
Gullickson, 30, is 101-86 in nine years
with Montreal, Cincinnati and the New
York Yankees. He spent the last two
seasons in Japan and went 21-14 for
Yomuiri.
"When I went there, I said it was for
two years. Any longer would have been
difficult," said Gullickson, limited by
knee and groin injuries this season."My
time was up over there. It's good to be
back."
Oberk fell, 32, led the majors with 18
pinch hits with Pittsburgh and San Francisco last season. Houston pinch hitters
batted .185, lowest in the league.
In other business, Montreal extended
the contract of Manager Buck Rodgers
through 1991.

Roberts and company to test Southeastern
Louisiana U. and University of New Orleans
By And Bean
Staff Writer
The competition doesn't get any easier
for the University of levilaine women's
basketball team when it travels to Louisiana for two games.
But the Lady Black nears seem to be
handling their tough schedule well, with
a 5-1 start.
UMaine takes on Southeastern Louisiana University Thursday night and
faces the University of New Orleans on
Sat urday.
Head coach Trish Roberts said, "They
are two really good teams that play
tough competition so I'm expecting the
teams to be just as competitive as the
schedule has been so far."
Both games will be the first meeting
for UMaine against either team.
SLU is 2-2 coming off a loss to the
University of Alabama on Tuesday.
"We match up very well with
them," Roberts said. "They remind
me a lot of our team, because they like
to use a lot-of full-court pressure and
they like to run."
The Lady Lions under head coach
Frank Schneider, are led by senior forward Mellissa Jimmerson, who is averaging 17.7 points and 9.7 rebounds a game.
Guard Kenya Teal is scoring 13.3 points
a game and forward Alice Brown is
averaging eight points a game.

The Black Bears are putting some impressive numbers on the board with three
players scoring in double figures.
Junior center Rachel Bouchard is
averaging.21.6 points and 9.4 rebounds
per game. Senior guard Cathy laconeta
and sophomore forward Tracey Frenette
are scoring over 11 points a game.
The University
New Orleans is 1-4
so far this season, including a current
four-game losing streak. UNO's only win
came against SLU.
But the Buc-kettes have received national recognition in the past. "They've
played some really tough teams this
year," Roberts said. "They're big add
they have had national recognition."
UNO and UMaine are among 25
schools entering the season with nine or
more consecutive winning seasons.
UMaine has had 14 straight winning
seasons. UNO has nine.
The Buc-kettes are led by junior forward Nicky Allen with 15.6 points and
9.4 rebounds a game. Senior guard Missy
Lynn is averaging 8.4 points a game.
--UNO will be tough on the foul line,
as five players are shooting over 70 percent on free throws. Lora Bresson leads
the way with 86 percent shooting- from
the line.
.
Thurday's game at SW is at 7:30 and
Saturday's game against UNO is
scheduled for 7 p.m.
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Like to write?
Stop by The Daily Maine Campus
and put your skills to work!

At Jasmine's, Thursday has a ways meant Lasagna.
So what does 1mean now that we've expanded our restaurant?
More Lasagna!
The Tenth Annual German Summer School
of the Atlantic at the University of Rhode Island
in co-operation with the Goethe Institute Boston.
German will be the sole language of communication. and German
life and culture the heart of this six week residency program of
intensive language study
You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits while
living in the beautiful surroundings of,our country campus, just
minutes away from Rhode Island's magnificent beaches and historic summer colonies
This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll in
beginning, intermediate or any level_pf advanced German From
business people and travelers, to students planning work or study
abroad Take advantage of this rare opportunity to participate in
this total German Language experience
For adds Dr lohn Grandin
Dr Otto Dor nberg, Co-Directors
Department of Languages
University of Rhode Island
Kingston. RI 02881 14011792-5911

Thursday Night Special
Only $5.25
•

•

‘2'Unique 4...7/alian _Weslauranl
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The
Minnesota Twins got a split with their
high-priced free agents ,
as Kent Hrbek
and Jeff Reardon each made hometown
moves on Wednesday.
Hrbek got a five-year, $14 million contract to re-sign with Minnesota. Detroit
and Seattle each offered about $15
million, but Hrbek, bore and raised in
the Wn Cities,-turned- them down.
"I'm happy to be staying in Minnesota," Hrbek said. "Being at home
was the determining factor."
Hrbek, 29, broke into the majors with
Minnesota in 1981 and is a lifetime .290
hitter with 201 home runs and 724 RBIs.
Last season, he hit .272 with 25 homers
and 84 RBIs.
Reardon, who led the majors with 264
saves in the 1980s, took a three-year, $6.8
million offer by Boston. He grew up in
Massachusetts, went to school there and
'wanted to return.
Reardon, 34, was 5-4 with 31 saves in
42 chances and a 4.07 earned run
average.
The Red Sox, looking to replace the
power free agent Nick Esasky took to
Atlanta, are talking about trading relief
pitcher Lee Smith and possibly outfielder Mike Greenwell for pitching and
punch. A three-way deal involving Atlanta's Tom Glavine and Philadelphia's
Hayes was being discussed.
Boston re-signed Dennis Lamp for
one year and an option for $925,000
guaranteed.
Joe Carter reached agreement with the
San Diego Padres on a three-year, $9.2
million contract and was traded by the

team heads for Dixie

